Rachel Carson Campus Network

T

he Rachel Carson Campus Network promotes education,
research, and civic engagement around environmental
health, social justice and climate change. The RCCN builds
alliances between 40 campuses nationwide and other stakeholders, including communities, organizers, and advocacy
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organizations. The RCCN’s mechanisms for action include
curricular development, coordinating research partnerships, conducting advocacy
trainings, and creating calls-to-action for sustainable and equitable policy.
1. SIGN UP FOR THE RCCN
Sign up for RCC updates to receive our eNewsletter and learn about endeavors on campuses
nationwide. Access fact sheets, presentations, and Guides to Research and Action on a range
of issues.
2. EVENT ON RACHEL CARSON’S VALUES
AND ENVIRONMENTAL ADVOCACY
WITH DR. ROBERT K. MUSIL
Dr. Robert K. Musil, PhD, MPH is President and CEO of
the Rachel Carson Council and a leader on global sustainability, environmental health, and preparing leaders in higher
education to effectively advocate at state and national levels.
In his presentations, Dr. Musil introduces students to the
values that drove Rachel Carson’s research, how she
translated research into action, and how young people can
drive policy change and social movements today.
3. JOIN A CAMPUS CLUSTER
Where are current campus clusters? RCCN currently coordinates clusters in the Southeast,
Mid-Atlantic, and New England. Three active campuses constitute a cluster.
What is involved in becoming an active campus? Maintain regular contact with RCC staff
members Zoë Ackerman and Elijah Brunson. Identify cross-campus needs around environmental
justice, community-based research, advocacy skills training, and voter participation.
What are the benefits of joining a cluster? Connecting initiatives across campuses, sharing
resources, setting up trainings, and orchestrating interdisciplinary research for environmental
justice and social action. The RCC also routinely convenes panels and presentations at national
conferences in Washington, DC and elsewhere, raising the profile of specific issues and bringing leaders together across different backgrounds.

Contact Zoë Ackerman, zoe@rachelcarsoncouncil.org or (434) 964-8030

